Thursday June 11, 2015: moderator – Joseph Kingsbury, DO

7:00 - 7:30       Registration/Breakfast
7:30 - 9:30       Safety Issues – Joseph Kingsbury, DO, Michael Danic, DO and Charles Husson, DO
9:30 - 9:45       Break
9:45 - 10:40      Suture Review - Rooms B106/B107
10:40 - 11:30     NRP and Mega Code Review – Christine O. Newman, MS, RN, NNP-BC
11:30 - 12:00     Lunch (Provided)
12:00 - 12:30     Board Bus to Davenport University Sim Center – front entrance
12:30 - 3:00      Amniotomy, Internal Monitor Placement, and Introduction to LARCs and ESSURE.

3:00             Board Bus back to Hotel